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Body Image 
by Cheryl Rogers 

Can you hear that noise again?  A ‘clunk, clunk, clunk’, coming from the clapped 

outtreadmill you found on Gumtree. ‘Free, pick up only.’ That should have been 

warning enough, but you said it just needed a couple of new bearings and it’d be 

right as rain.   

 

But of course there’s no way you can hear the noise that’s been driving me nuts, 

because you’re oblivious. I’ve quietly watched you, headphones planted, eyes closed, 

pounding the revolving rubber road to nowhere. In your quest for perfection.  

 

‘Body image, Jen.’ Another of your little digs. ‘We both know your proportions are … 

generous. Don’t we.’ Sarcasm home-delivered on a loop. Just like your bloody 

treadmill. ‘Is that tee-shirt … wise?’  ‘Do we really need another glass of wine?’ 

‘Someone’s had a Mars Bar!’ It’s not as if I asked you to rummage through the bin.  

 

‘We are what we eat, hun.’ Said with such a pitying look, that time you stumbled 

across my emergency hazelnut pralines at the back of my knickers drawer. Truth is, 

I eat for comfort. The doctor said. I told her how my mind races, like a treadmill 

stuck on max. She gave me something to help me sleep. You will never understand 

how demoralizing it is, living with someone’s minimalistic dietary observations. 

Lite’n’Easy. Jenny Craig. Weightwatchers. Wellness Bowls. I’ve watched you slowly 

chewing through small portions of the weight loss industry menu. Growing 

increasingly thinner, as your ego swelled to compensate.  

 

And as the kilos melted, your inner gym junkie kicked in. Martial arts. Hot yoga. Up 

at dawn to fit in a quick five k run before your morning ritual of a cider vinegar 
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shooter followed by a bowl of grains topped with psyllium husks. Like living with a 

parrot.  

 

I wonder you haven’t dropped from sheer exertion. Maybe there’s something to be 

said for all those dietary supplements after all. Protein shakes, fish oils, caffeine, 

creatine, glutamine, glucosamine, adrenaline, calcium, magnesium … the list of 

poppers you shovel down without thinking reads like a recitation from The Periodic 

Table.  

 

There’s a new noise now, an extra beat to the clanking and thunking. ‘Clunk, clunk, 

clunkety, clunk.’  Like something being hit. Over and over. At running speed.   

 

I’ll check … soonish… 

 

First, I’ll put these sleeping pills safely away from your confusion of sups. At the 

back of my knickers drawer. We don’t want a careless accident. Do we.  

 


